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Market interventions

Rosenstein-Rodan: big push, intervention in all sectors

Hirrschman: intervention in sectors with many/strong linkages
and/or low intrinsic profitability (such as traffic infrastructure,
education)
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Overview complete inequality measures

Measure Advantage Disadvantage

Kuznets ratio works with limited data DP inconsistent
intuitive

Mean absolute intuitive DP inconsistent
deviation needs detailed data

Coefficient Lorenz-consistent needs detailed data
of variation

Gini Lorenz-consistent needs detailed data
direct relationship Lorenz-curve
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Inequality: why do we care?

On an intrinsic level:

Social justice

Meritocratic considerations vs. access to resources

On a functional level:

Economic growth

Polical instability

...
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Sources of income and distribution

Functional income distribution: wages for different skills, capital rents,
profits, transfers

Personal income distribution: how is income distributed among people in
the society?

Inequality at one point of time ⇒ lifetime inequality?

⇓

Determined by mobility
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Inverted U-hypothesis

Some groups benefit first from economic development, some later ⇒
inverted U-shaped relationship between economic growth and inequality
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The tunnel effect

Hirschman, Rothschild (1973): tolerance for inequality that accompanies
economic development due to higher expected lifetime utility

Generally weaker link and lower tolerance for inequality in more
heterogenous societies
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Difficulties with empirical testing

Types of data

Cross-section: data for several countries at one point in time

Time series: data for one country at several points in time

Panel: data for several country at several points in time

Very short time series available on income inequality. Very high
cross-sectional variation.
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Empirical evidence

Largely consistent with Oshima-Kuznets hypothesis.
But only part of the observed variation in inequality can be explained by
per-capita income alone:

Other factors than income growth measure

Measurement using Gini includes Lorenz-crossings as increased
inequality

Different structural relationships across countries
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Structural relationship

Workers move from low-paid to well-paid sectors

Technological progress benefits a lower fraction of people in
developing countries

Skill-biased technological change

Relationship between industrialisation and functional income
distribution
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Inequality and savings

Subsistence needs

Conspicuous consumption

Aspirations
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Redistribution policies

Tax existing wealth: e.g. land reform. Problem: information,
implementation (more difficult with higher wealth inequality)

Tax increments of wealth: sales, profits. Problem: imposed on the
margin ⇒↓ s
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Inequality ⇒↓ g ?

Strong and negative relationship between initial wealth inequality and
subsequent economics growth, even with country fixed effects

Why?
Savings? Political redistribution? Demand composition?
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Inequality begets inequality

Access to collateral, and thereby credit for education, starting
business, buying farming or other inputs, smooth consumption

Mobility

Inefficiency because those at the lower end of the income distribution
do not exploit their capabilities
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